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ABSTRACT 

Arterial performance measurement is an essential tool for both researchers and 

practitioners, guiding decisions on traffic management, future improvements, and public 

information. Link travel time and intersection control delay are two primary performance 

measures that are used to evaluate arterial level of service. Despite recent technological 

advancements, collecting travel time and intersection delay data can be a time-consuming 

and complicated process. Limited budgets, numerous available technologies, a rapidly 

changing field, and other challenges make performance measurement and comparison of 

data sources difficult. Three common data collection sources (probe vehicles, Bluetooth 

media access control readers, and manual queue length counts) are often used for 

performance measurement and validation of new data methods. Comparing these and 

other data sources is important as agencies and researchers collect arterial performance 

data. This study provides a methodology for comparing data sources, using statistical 

tests and linear correlation to compare methods and identify strengths and weaknesses. 

Additionally, this study examines data normality as an issue that is seldom considered, 

yet can affect the performance of statistical tests. These comparisons can provide insight 

into the selection of a particular data source for use in the field or for research. Data 

collected along Grant Road in Tucson, Arizona, was used as a case study to evaluate the 

methodology and the data sources. For evaluating travel time, GPS probe vehicle and 

Bluetooth sources produced similar results. Bluetooth can provide a greater volume of 

data more easily in addition to samples large enough for more rigorous statistical 

evaluation, but probe vehicles are more versatile and provide higher resolution data. For 
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evaluating intersection delay, probe vehicle and queue count methods did not always 

produce similar results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Arterial performance measurement is an essential tool for both researchers and 

practitioners, guiding decisions on traffic management, future improvements, and public 

information. Transportation legislation, such as the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 

21st Century act (MAP-21), requires performance measurement from agencies (Federal 

Highway Administration 2012). The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) provides popular 

methods for evaluating the level of service (LOS) at arterial intersections and along road 

segments (Transportation Research Board 2010). These methods require average vehicle 

control delay and travel time. 

In recent years, technological advances have led to a number of new methods for 

collecting travel time and delay data. Prior to this proliferation of new technologies, data 

collection was very time-consuming and expensive, limiting the availability of data for 

researchers and practitioners. Since then, data collection has become much more 

accessible using methods such as Bluetooth MAC readers, GPS probe vehicles, fixed 

sensors, and many others. This has prompted new research evaluating these methods and 

their real-world practicality. Some of these studies have used comparison of new 

technologies with existing methods as a foundation for evaluation. 

 Despite recent advances, high quality data can be expensive to collect. While new 

advances in technology can provide reasonable data quality at a reasonable cost, many 

factors complicate data collection in the real world. Practitioners and researchers operate 

on limited budgets, are faced with numerous potential technologies, the challenge of 

adopting and learning new technologies, resistance to change, and a rapidly changing 
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field. For both groups, comparing new or existing data sources to reliable benchmarks 

can provide the foundation for improving arterial performance measurement. Comparison 

itself, however, is often not straightforward. In theory, the standard arterial performance 

measures are simple to understand and should be simple to measure. The peculiarities of 

different measurement methods, however, add complexity to the matter and can cast 

doubt on the validity of data. Methods often produce different results for the same 

performance measure, challenging the selection of a particular method for future use. 

Additionally, statistical evaluation options abound and can lead to different conclusions 

from the same data. 

 Real world comparison of Bluetooth, GPS probe vehicles, and manual data 

collection provides a useful guide for researchers and practitioners. Our study seeks to 

explore this topic by evaluating these technologies both from a statistical standpoint and a 

practical standpoint. Using real world data, our study compared the methods and 

evaluated their suitability for future uses. Unless a technology emerges that provides high 

quality, high resolution data at limited cost and with minimal labor requirements, 

agencies and researchers will need to utilize different data collection methods and 

understand how to relate them. Perfect data may not be attainable, but proper evaluation 

of various sources can support their meaningful use. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Data Sources 

A number of methods are commonly used for collecting travel time and delay data. These 

technologies include Bluetooth (e.g., Haghani et al. 2010), automated license plate reader 

data (e.g., Wang et al. 2014), GPS Probe vehicles (e.g., Quiroga & Bullock 1999), among 

others. The following paragraphs examine the use and history of these methods, with the 

following subsections describing further details from selected studies on probe vehicle, 

Bluetooth, and delay measurement methods. 

In the late 1990’s, GPS data was becoming increasingly common. This allowed 

for new arterial performance measurement applications, such as estimating control delay 

at signalized intersections (Quiroga & Bullock 1999). GPS technology is often used in 

probe vehicles to determine travel time and other direct traffic measures for freeways and 

arterials (Haghani et al. 2010; Quayle et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2011). GPS probe vehicle 

data can come from a number of sources, including individual trips for the purpose of 

collecting data (Quayle et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2011), taxi fleets (Herring et al. 2010), and 

private vendors such as INRIX (Zhang et al. 2015). Probe vehicle data has also been used 

in various applications, including real time travel time prediction (Izadpanah et al. 2011), 

data fusion schemes for arterials (Anusha et al. 2012), and congestion evaluation at 

functionally obsolete bridges (Bechtel et al. 2016). 

Video has also been used to estimate approach delay at signalized intersections 

(Kebab et al. 2007). Video data has also been used for manually measuring queue 

lengths, including a study evaluating work zone flagger performance (Schrock et al. 
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2016). Video can also be used to manually identify vehicles for measuring travel time 

(Sun et al. 2008). Collecting data manually from videos is labor-intensive, however, so 

researchers have attempted to use configurable detectors in video-based signal detector 

systems to measure the number of vehicles in queues (Zheng et al. 2013). 

 Bluetooth technology has been particularly popular for performance measurement 

applications on both freeways and arterials. One of the first studies to use Bluetooth 

technology found that it provided reliable, high-quality ground truth travel time data for 

highways (Haghani et al. 2010). Bluetooth duration data has also been used to estimate 

approach delay and control delay at signalized intersections (Park et al. 2016). Bluetooth 

use has expanded significantly since it was first used as a data source, and Bluetooth 

systems have been used by many researchers and agencies (Quayle et al. 2011; 

Malinovskiy et al. 2011; Aliari & Haghani 2012; Araghi et al. 2013; Juster et al. 2015; 

Hu et al. 2016). 

2.1.1 GPS Probe Vehicles Studies 

Quiroga et al. (1999) linearly referenced GPS data to measure control delay at signalized 

intersections. The authors developed algorithms to determine the main components of 

delay based on the linearly referenced trajectories (Quiroga & Bullock 1999). 

Recognizing that GPS probe vehicle data varies widely in both frequency and quantity, 

Sanaullah et al. (2016) proposed dynamic algorithms to deal with inconsistent data 

distributions. Their algorithm consisted of steps including a map-matching algorithm to 

match GPS points to road links and link travel time estimation methods that considered 

the amount of data available (Sanaullah et al. 2016). They found that travel time accuracy 

actually increased with lower frequency data, possibly due to over-sampling of low-speed 
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points in congested conditions with higher frequency data (Sanaullah et al. 2016). Quayle 

et al. (2011) used 10-15 probe vehicle runs in each direction in their study of Bluetooth 

for arterial performance measurement. 

 Determining travel time at intersections can present special challenges. The 

relationship between approach delay, control delay, and stopped delay is not constant 

(Quiroga & Bullock 1999). Each delay definition has different levels of practicality and 

usefulness. Tang et al. (2016) proposed a method for measuring travel time at 

intersections using low-frequency GPS data, with steps including classifying the GPS 

points depending on the vehicle’s trajectory through the intersection, using fuzzy fitting 

to model intersection traffic flow and delay, and determining average intersection travel 

time. 

2.1.2 Bluetooth Studies 

Park et al. (2016) provided a method of determining control delay by referring to multiple 

detections from the same MAC address reader as a group and the time between first and 

last detections as duration. Using this duration data, the authors could determine 

estimated control delay over a certain time period (Park et al. 2016). For one study, 

Bluetooth data was aggregated into 15-minute intervals and the sufficiency of each 

sample size of each interval was determined, with insufficient samples discarded (Hu et 

al. 2016). Other studies have used cumulative distribution functions to compare 

Bluetooth travel time data before and after signal retiming (Lavrenz et al. 2016). 
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2.1.3 Delay Studies 

Some researchers have proposed methods that expand on the HCM queue counting 

method. For instance, Kebab et al. (2007) proposed a video-based method where a 

vehicle’s timestamps are collected at three locations on an intersection approach, 

allowing improved delay calculation. Queue models can be developed using signal 

detector data to determine volumes and vehicle travel patterns. Detector data can contain 

errors, however, but techniques exist to mitigate this problem. For example, Anusha et al. 

(2011) developed a scheme to improve the accuracy of detector data using the Kalman 

filter and statistical techniques. 

2.2 Comparison Methodologies 

While these data sources have been used many times for travel time and delay data 

collection, ground truth definitions have varied between studies. Early Bluetooth studies 

evaluated the technology by comparing it to established data sources in new applications, 

including freeways (Haghani et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011), arterials (Quayle et al. 2011), 

and short corridors (Malinovskiy et al. 2011). These studies typically used GPS probe 

vehicle data as ground truth (Haghani et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011; Quayle et al. 2011; 

Araghi et al. 2013), although other sources were used in some studies, including license 

plate reader data (Malinovskiy et al. 2011; Hargrove et al. 2016). As studies have 

confirmed the validity of Bluetooth-based travel time data, now it is often used a ground 

truth data source itself for evaluation of new technologies (Aliari & Haghani 2012; Juster 

et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2016). However, the challenge of determining a ground truth data 

source remains, and researchers have noted that more than two data sources are needed to 

establish a solid ground truth data source (Zhang et al. 2015). 
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 Typically, validation of new data collection methods has been based on 

comparative analysis with existing methods that were treated as ground truth. 

Comparison methodologies vary widely depending on the needs of the study. Some 

studies compared data sources, while others compared before-and-after data. These 

include before-and-after analyses of signal retiming (Quayle et al. 2011; Lavrenz et al. 

2016) and diverging diamond interchanges (Yeom et al. 2015). In addition to GPS probe-

based data and Bluetooth-based data, several studies have compared cellphone-based 

traffic data to loop detector data (Bar-Gera 2007; Herrera et al. 2010). 

 Several studies have evaluated private traffic data providers by comparing their 

data with existing methods. One of the earlier studies compared private sector GPS-based 

data with private sector fixed point-based data at freeway locations using a combination 

of visual analysis of graphs, GPS floating car runs where differences between the two 

methods were identified, and calculation of mean speed difference (Chase et al. 2012). 

Hu et al. (2016) produced one of the first papers evaluating private sector data on 

arterials, comparing a private data provider with Bluetooth using Pearson correlation, 

speed absolute difference, and mean absolute percent error (MAPE). Other studies have 

included private sector data as part of their evaluation of various data sources (Jia et al. 

2013; Wang et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015).  

Jia et al. (2013) focused on MAPE as a comparison tool, while Wang et al. (2014) 

included other statistical measures and visual comparisons based on graphs. Sun et al. 

(2008) developed a travel time estimation model and evaluated the results using a t-test, 

but did not check data normality. Aliari & Haghani (2012) compared real travel time data 

from two sources and recommended using a paired t-test for data verification.  
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Although the comparison studies mentioned throughout this literature review 

provide a useful background, only a few studies have compared more than two data 

sources at once (see Bar-Gera 2007; Kim et al. 2011; Chase et al. 2012; Jia et al. 2013; 

Wang et al. 2014; Hargrove et al. 2016). Additionally, only a few studies have compared 

data sources on arterials (see Malinovskiy et al. 2011; Quayle et al. 2011; Araghi et al. 

2013; Wang et al. 2014; Juster et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015; Hu et al. 2016), which often 

have significantly different operating characteristics than freeways (Anusha et al. 2012). 

Only one study was found that compared more than two data sources on an arterial 

(Wang et al. 2014). 

2.3 Objective 

Most previous studies have compared various data sources for the purpose of evaluating 

one technology or the other, thus treating one technology as ground truth. But few studies 

have compared them without treating one as ground truth. Thus, this study seeks to 

provide a comparative analysis of various data sources for performance measurement on 

arterials, with the goal of providing insight into the selection of a particular data source 

for use in the field or for research. 

3. DATA DESCRIPTION 

This study used three sources of data collected in Tucson, Arizona. Travel times were 

processed from Bluetooth MAC readers and probe vehicle runs, while queue length 

counts were collected manually at an intersection in person and with video. Automated 

video data was unavailable in the study area. Figure 1 illustrates the two performance 

measures evaluated in our study and which data sources were compared for each 
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performance measure. One travel time data source comparison was conducted (Bluetooth 

vs probe vehicles) and two delay data source comparisons were conducted (Bluetooth vs 

probe vehicles and probe vehicles vs queue counts). Table 1 provides details for each 

data source comparison, including the dates that data was collected, the type of data 

produced by each method, and sample size. Aggregated data was used for parts of this 

study, and Table 1 shows how data was aggregated for each data source comparison as 

well as the number of aggregation periods with available data. For example, 80 probe 

vehicle trajectories were collected for travel time comparison on November 17, 2015. 

The trajectories were processed into travel time and aggregated into one of 23 link and 

time period combinations. Our data comparison focused on two time periods: the 

morning peak between 7:30 and 9:30 AM and the evening peak between 4:00 and 6:00 

PM. Note that not all of the sample size was used for each comparison, due to variable 

sample sizes for each aggregation period. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Data comparison summary 
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Table 1. Data source summary 

Data Source Date 

Non-Aggregated Data Aggregated Data 

Product 
Sample 

Size 
Aggregation 

Periods 
No. of 

Periods 

Travel Time Comparison 

Bluetooth 11/17/15 individual travel times 1124 2 hours per link 
per direction 

22 

Probe Vehicle 11/17/15 vehicle trajectories 80 23 

Intersection Delay Comparison 

Bluetooth 11/17/15 individual delay times 447 2 hours per 
movement 

31 

Probe Vehicle 11/17/15 vehicle trajectories 210 47 

 

Probe Vehicle 12/10/15 vehicle trajectories 173 
2 hours per 
movement 

23 

Queue Counts 12/10/15 no. of vehicles in queue NA 14 

 

3.1 Study Corridor 

The study corridor was part of a six-mile (10 km) section of Grant Road between 

Interstate 10 and Swan Road, shown in Figure 2 with primary cross-streets labeled. Grant 

Road is a major east-west arterial in Tucson, with traffic counts exceeding 36,000 

vehicles per day (Pima Association of Governments 2014). Major cross streets were 

located approximately every mile (1.6 km). Most of the study corridor was a five-lane 

section, with two lanes in each direction and a continuous center left turn lane. At the 

time of data collection, the only six-lane sections extended from Fairview Ave. to Stone 

Ave. and starting at Swan Ave. heading eastward. Two intersections, Grant and Stone 

and Grant and First Ave., were used for delay study. Both intersections frequently 

experienced long queues and cycle failures during peak hours. The speed limit along 
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most of the corridor was 40 mph (64 km/h), with a short 35 mph (56 km/h) segment at 

Oracle Rd. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Study corridor. 

 

Traffic signals were located at each of the cross-streets shown in Figure 2. The 

corridor operated using an actuated-coordinated signal plan. Several high-intensity 

activated crosswalk beacon (HAWK) pedestrian crossings were also located along the 

corridor. HAWK crossings were not coordinated with the traffic signal system and gave 

priority to pedestrian traffic.  

On November 17, a work zone lane closure on the eastbound right lane around 

Stone Ave affected traffic. This lane closure was related to utility work on Grant Road 

and was removed by the afternoon. 
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3.2 Bluetooth 

Bluetooth MAC address readers in signal cabinets were located at each signalized 

intersection along the corridor. These readers were set up to anonymously detect passing 

Bluetooth devices (such as a driver’s smartphone) and record the information, including a 

timestamp. Travel time samples were determined by matching MAC addresses detected 

at intersections. The MAC readers were set to scan for devices every 10.24 seconds.  

Outlier travel time values were removed manually from the dataset. Outlying 

travel time values can be produced by pedestrians, bicyclists, or travelers making stops at 

locations between the MAC readers. 

3.3 GPS Probe Vehicles 

GPS-based probe vehicle data was collected by more than 30 student volunteers who 

drove on the corridor. The volunteers used a navigation app which then provided the 

researchers with GPS trajectories. The volunteers drove on two weekdays, Tuesday, 

November 17, 2015 and Thursday, December 10, 2015. Some volunteers drove along the 

entire corridor, while others drove only intersection movements. Due to the number of 

movements each volunteer had to drive at the two intersections, a plan was provided to 

guide the volunteers (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The plans illustrated the movement pattern 

to be driven at each intersection and were chosen because they provided an easy-to-

remember right/left pattern for turns.  

The probe vehicle trajectories collected on November 17 were processed to 

determine the travel time between the centers of the intersecting cross-streets shown in 
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Figure 2. This process is described in further detail in section 4. Most links had at least 

three travel times in each direction in each time period. 

 

 

Figure 3. Driving plan for turning movement trajectories at Grant and Stone. 
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Figure 4. Driving plan for turning movement trajectories at Grant and First. 

 

3.4 Queue Length Counts 

The number of queued vehicles was counted every 10 seconds during peak hours at the 

Grant and First intersection on December 10, 2015. The Manual of Transportation 

Engineering Studies notes that typical count intervals are 10 to 20 seconds (Institute of 
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Transportation Engineers 2010). Because of long queues that formed at this intersection, 

volunteers collected information onsite and also by video. Time-in-queue delay was 

calculated using the queue counts combined with traffic counts. Due to sight visibility 

limitations at the intersection, some queues extended beyond the observable distance, and 

thus the full queue length was not known for some cycles. Queue counts and vehicle 

counts were taken in the left through lane and the left turn lane. The right lane was not 

counted. 

4. COMPARING MULTI-SOURCE DATA 

Ideally, the agencies managing roadways would have access to a single complete and 

reliable system for collecting arterial performance data. In reality, however, agencies are 

confronted with a variety of technologies and systems across their networks, and these 

systems may have limited reliability. Given that different technologies may produce 

different performance results, comparing them is an essential component of evaluating 

their usefulness. Our study examined travel time and intersection control delay using both 

aggregated and non-aggregated data. These two measures are used in determining LOS 

and therefore have great practical value, as well as being relatively straightforward and 

easily understood by a wide audience. The study methodology is illustrated in  

Figure 5. First, the data processing equations (Equations 1-6) are used to calculate useful 

performance measure data which is then used in the data source comparisons. The data 

source comparisons use a combination of statistical tests and linear correlation. The 

results from the tests and correlation are then used to evaluate the data sources. The 

methodology includes a check of data normality, since many common statistical 
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measures assume that data comes from a normal distribution. The statistical tests were 

conducted using the programming language R; the code used is shown in Appendix G. 

 

Data Sources

Bluetooth
GPS Probe

Vehicle
Queue
Counts

Equation 1 Equation 3 Equation 2 Equation 5 Equation 6

Non-aggregated
Bluetooth travel 

time

Non-aggregated
Bluetooth delay

Non-aggregated
probe vehicle 

travel time

Non-aggregated
probe vehicle 

delay

Aggregated
queue count 

delay

Data 
Normality

Check

Conduct appropriate
statistical test

Aggregate by time and 
link or movement

Bluetooth vs probe vehicle 
travel time comparison

Probe vehicle vs queue 
count delay comparison

Bluetooth vs probe vehicle 
delay comparison

Linear correlation 
of means

Good level of 
correlation?

Significant 
differences?

 

Figure 5. Comparison methodology 
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4.1 Travel Time 

Travel time is one of the primary components used to determine LOS on arterial road 

segments. In our study, travel time was measured using probe vehicle trajectories and 

Bluetooth MAC address detections. Both methods resulted in varying amounts of data, 

from just a few samples using probe vehicles to hundreds of samples with Bluetooth. 

This would seem to favor Bluetooth as the preferred technology; however, the number of 

Bluetooth samples varied widely as well. The quantity of data collected on our test day 

varied depending on the road segment. This section compares the data produced by these 

methods, with additional considerations discussed in Section 5.  

4.1.1 Data Processing 

Previous studies have shown that detection ranges for Bluetooth MAC readers vary. For 

example, Araghi et al. (2013) found that detection ranges for their sensor system varied 

from 70 to 200 m, although over 80% of detections were within 100 m. Therefore, most 

vehicles passing a MAC reader are detected multiple times. This presents several options 

for determining travel time between two sensors, including the time between the first 

detection at each sensor, known as first-to-first (FF), and the time between the last 

detection at each sensor, known as last-to-last (LL). Our study used the average of FF and 

LL detections, shown in the following equation: 

𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1,𝑡 =
∑

𝐹𝐹𝑘 + 𝐿𝐿𝑘

2
𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑛
 (1) 

Where 𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1,𝑡 is the mean travel time between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 during 

time period 𝑡, 𝑛 is the number of vehicles detected during time period 𝑡, and 𝐹𝐹𝑘 and 𝐿𝐿𝑘 
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are the FF and LL travel times of vehicle 𝑘, respectively. Processed Bluetooth-based 

travel time data is shown in Appendix A. 

Probe vehicle travel times were determined using the difference in timestamps 

between the centers of intersections. GPS trajectories were first matched to the roadway 

network, then the points nearest the centers of the intersections at the boundaries were 

identified. The probe vehicle-based mean travel time shown in the following equation: 

𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1,𝑡 =
∑ (𝑡𝑖+1 − 𝑡𝑖)

𝑛
𝑘=1

𝑛
 (2) 

Where 𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1,𝑡 is the mean travel time between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 during 

time period 𝑡, 𝑛 is the number of vehicles detected during time period 𝑡, and 𝑡𝑖+1 and 

𝑡𝑖 are the timestamps of vehicle 𝑘 at intersections 𝑖 + 1 and 𝑖, respectively. Processed 

probe vehicle-based travel time data is shown in Appendix B. 

4.1.2 Linear Correlation 

Since both the probe vehicle and Bluetooth methods were measuring the same value, they 

theoretically should have a linear relationship. Thus, the two were compared using a 

linear regression, shown in Figure 6. Each point represents the mean value of one 

aggregation period. An aggregation period is a two-hour time period (either 7:30-9:30 

AM or 4:00-6:00 PM) for one link in one direction (e.g., eastbound Grant between Park 

Ave and First Ave from 4:00-6:00 PM). Note that one outlier point was removed; this 

outlier occurred during the work zone lane closure mentioned earlier. With this point 

removed, the two methods had a strong correlation, with an R
2
 value of 0.72. As Figure 6 

shows, Bluetooth travel time estimates tended to be slightly higher than probe vehicle 
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estimates. This could be the result of different link boundaries, in situations where the 

probe vehicle trajectories were counted from slightly different endpoints than the average 

Bluetooth detection location. Overall, however, the correlation between the two methods 

shows that they both provided similarly reliable estimates of mean travel time. 

 

 
Figure 6. Probe vehicle to Bluetooth mean travel time data comparison 
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4.1.3 Data Normality 

Standard hypothesis tests, such as the t-test, assume that data is normally distributed. 

Often, however, travel time data is not normally distributed. As an example, Figure 7 

shows a histogram of non-aggregated Bluetooth travel time observations. The data is 

plotted alongside a line representing a normal distribution as an unbiased estimator 

derived from the data. 128 observations are represented in this histogram. Figure 7 shows 

that the travel time data does not closely follow a normal distribution. Instead, it has a 

large right tail and sharp peak representing shorter travel times. Normality was also 

checked using the Shapiro-Wilk test, with the test performed for Bluetooth and probe 

vehicle data in each aggregation period (see Table 2). At a significance level of 0.05, the 

null hypothesis that the data is normally distributed was rejected in 14 of 18 Bluetooth 

aggregation periods. The null hypothesis was rejected in 6 of 18 probe vehicle 

aggregation periods.  

 Because the distribution of travel time data is generally not normal, using the 

median as the measure for central tendency may be of more value. The median is less 

sensitive to outliers, and provides a better measure of typical travel time values along a 

corridor. This could be especially useful for data sources like Bluetooth, which can easily 

collect outlying values due to pedestrians, bicyclists, or vehicles that make stops between 

sensors. Although outliers can be removed, using a more robust measure like the median 

may speed processing times. Additionally, using the statistical method of Bootstrapping, 

confidence intervals can be calculated for medians, along with other non-parametric 

statistics (see Appendix F for an example of Bootstrapping applied to data from this 

study). 
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Figure 7  Bluetooth data histogram, EB Park to Mountain 4-6 PM 11/17/15 
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Table 2. Shapiro-Wilk p-values for Bluetooth and probe vehicle travel time data 

Link/Time Bluetooth Probe Vehicle 

WB Fairview-Oracle AM NA 0.956 

WB Stone-Oracle AM 0.051 0.422 

WB First-Stone AM 0.000* 0.315 

WB Park-First AM 0.000* 0.648 

WB Mountain-Park AM 0.000* 0.200 

EB Fairview-Oracle AM NA 0.442 

EB Stone-First AM 0.002* 0.304 

EB First-Park AM 0.000* 0.008* 

EB Park-Mountain AM 0.000* 0.056 

WB Fairview-I-10 PM 0.485 NA 

WB Oracle-Fairview PM NA 0.195 

WB Stone-Oracle PM 0.637 0.114 

WB First-Stone PM 0.002* 0.354 

WB Park-First PM 0.411 0.029* 

WB Mountain-Park PM 0.000* NA 

EB I-10-Fairview PM 0.017* NA 

EB Fairview-Oracle PM NA 0.566 

EB Oracle-Stone PM 0.013* 0.003* 

EB Stone-First PM 0.001* 0.021* 

EB First-Park PM 0.000* 0.035* 

EB Park-Mountain PM 0.000* 0.016* 

* P-value below a significance level of 0.05 

 

4.1.4 Hypothesis Tests 

Statistical hypothesis tests are a useful tool for evaluating the similarity between the two 

travel time collection methods. The standard t-test is widely used and understood, 

although its assumption of normally distributed data may reduce its applicability to travel 
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time data. The Mann-Whitney test fills a similar role as the t-test, but is non-parametric 

(Washington et al. 2003). Thus, it may be a more accurate test for travel time data. Table 

3 shows p-values from both tests for different aggregation periods (though the data 

inputted into the test was not aggregated). Several periods had sample sizes too small for 

the tests to be used. 

 For most of the periods, the differences between the two methods were not 

statistically significant. Only 3 of the 18 periods had p-values less than 0.05 from the 

Mann-Whitney test. Three periods had different results between the two tests based on a 

significance level of 0.05, with one of the tests identifying statistically significant 

differences while the other did not. Other periods had the same results based on the 

significance level, but the p-values were much different. Given the non-normality of the 

data, using the t-test could lead to incorrect acceptance or rejection of the data as similar 

in certain cases. Overall, however, both tests support the similarity between the two data 

collection methods. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Bluetooth and probe vehicle travel time data sources 

Link/Time Mann-Whitney p-value T-test p-value 

WB Stone-Oracle AM 0.893 0.156 

WB First-Stone AM 0.660 0.938 

WB Park-First AM 0.322 0.483 

WB Mountain-Park AM 0.533 0.659 

EB Stone-First AM 0.784 0.932 

EB First-Park AM 0.054 0.039* 

EB Park-Mountain AM 0.320 0.000* 

WB Fairview-I-10 PM 0.923 0.917 

WB Oracle-Fairview PM 0.667 0.461 

WB Stone-Oracle PM 0.200 0.346 

WB First-Stone PM 0.386 0.545 

WB Park-First PM 0.256 0.509 

WB Mountain-Park PM 0.020* 0.336 

EB I-10-Fairview PM 0.019* 0.000* 

EB Oracle-Stone PM 0.190 0.770 

EB Stone-First PM 0.214 0.617 

EB First-Park PM 0.000* 0.000* 

EB Park-Mountain PM 0.139 0.373 

* P-value below a significance level of 0.05 

 

 While determining which method can be considered as ground truth would be 

useful, the data reveals several problems with making this determination. In theory, both 

methods are simply measuring travel time between two points. As Figure 6 shows, the 

two methods do indeed have a strong linear correlation. However, Bluetooth 

measurements tended to be higher. Thus, determining the ground truth method cannot be 

made solely based on data correlation. 
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4.2 Intersection Delay 

Control delay is one of the primary components used to determine LOS for signalized 

intersections. In our study, control delay was measured based on probe vehicle 

trajectories and Bluetooth travel times, while time-in-queue delay was measured based on 

vehicle-in-queue counts. For some comparisons, the data was aggregated into aggregation 

periods, defined as one two-hour time period for one movement at an intersection (e.g., 

eastbound Grant between Park Ave and First Ave from 4:00-6:00 PM). Then, the linear 

correlation between each pair of methods was determined using aggregated data. 

Bluetooth and probe vehicle data was also compared using non-aggregated data in 

statistical tests, similar to the travel time comparison. 

4.2.1 Data Processing 

Bluetooth-based control delay was determined using the difference between measured 

travel time and free-flow speed, summarized in the following equations: 

𝐷𝑘,𝑖,𝑖+1 = 𝑇𝑇𝑘,𝑖,𝑖+1 − 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1 (3) 

𝑇𝑇𝑘,𝑖,𝑖+1 =
𝐹𝐹𝑘 + 𝐿𝐿𝑘

2
 (4) 

Where 𝐷𝑘,𝑖,𝑖+1 is the delay of vehicle 𝑘 between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1, 

𝑇𝑇𝑘,𝑖,𝑖+1,𝑡 is the travel time of vehicle 𝑘 between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1, and 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑖,𝑖+1 

is the free-flow travel time between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1, and 𝐹𝐹𝑘 and 𝐿𝐿𝑘 are the 

first-first and last-last travel times of vehicle 𝑘, respectively. Intersection 𝑖 + 1 is the 

intersection of interest. Free flow travel time was calculated based on base free flow 

speed using HCM procedures, taking into account the speed limit, number of access 
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points, median type, and other factors (Transportation Research Board 2010). Processed 

Bluetooth-based delay data is shown in Appendix C, and the parameters used to calculate 

free-flow travel time are shown in Table 7 in Appendix A and Table 13 in Appendix C. 

Probe vehicle-based control delay was calculated in a similar manner. However, 

GPS trajectories were not matched to the roadway network, and incomplete trajectories 

between links were also included in the delay calculation. Probe vehicle-based delay is 

summarized in the following equation: 

𝐷𝑘,𝑗,𝑖+1 = 𝑇𝑇𝑘,𝑗,𝑖+1 − 𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑗,𝑖+1 (5) 

Where 𝐷𝑘,𝑗,𝑖+1 is the delay of vehicle 𝑘 between point 𝑗 and intersection 𝑖 + 1, 

𝑇𝑇𝑘,𝑗,𝑖+1,𝑡 is the travel time of vehicle 𝑘 between point 𝑗 and intersection 𝑖 + 1, and 

𝐹𝐹𝑇𝑇𝑗,𝑖+1 is the free-flow travel time between point 𝑗 and intersection 𝑖 + 1 assuming a 

speed of 40 mph (64 km/h). Point 𝑗 is the point between intersections 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1 where 

vehicle 𝑘 enters the link, and could be located at intersection 𝑖. Processed probe vehicle-

based delay data is shown in Appendix D. 

As Equations (3) and (5) show, the calculated delay included the total amount of 

delay each vehicle experienced on the link upstream of the intersection. In reality, this 

could lead to slightly higher control delay estimates due to any delay encountered by 

vehicles before reaching the intersection. However, this effect was considered to be 

minimal. 

Queue count-based time-in-queue delay was calculated by dividing the total of all 

vehicles-in-queue counts by the total traffic volume during the time period, multiplied by 
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the queue count time interval. Queue count-based delay is summarized in Equation (6), 

which is based on Equation 6-2 from the Manual of Transportation Engineering Studies 

(Institute of Transportation Engineers 2010). 

𝐷𝑚,𝑖+1,𝑛 = 𝑡𝑖 ∗
∑ 𝐶𝑚,𝑡

𝑡=𝑛
𝑡=1

∑ 𝑉𝑚,𝑡
𝑡=𝑛
𝑡=1

 (6) 

Where 𝐷𝑚,𝑖+1,𝑛 is the mean delay of movement 𝑚 at intersection 𝑖 + 1 during the 

time period of length 𝑛, 𝐶𝑚,𝑡 is the number of vehicles in the queue for movement 𝑚 at 

time 𝑡, and 𝑉𝑚,𝑡 is the traffic volume of movement 𝑚 during time 𝑡. 𝑡𝑖 is the time interval 

between queue counts, which in our study was 10 seconds. Processed queue count-based 

delay data is shown in Appendix E. 

4.2.2 Bluetooth and Probe Vehicle Comparison 

Aggregated probe vehicle and Bluetooth control delay data was compared using a linear 

correlation (Figure 8), and non-aggregated data was compared using the Mann-Whitney 

test and the t-test (Table 4). Overall, the two methods were less similar for delay data 

than travel time data, with poor correlation. However, in most cases, the statistical tests 

did not detect significant differences between the two methods, with only 3 of 25 

aggregation periods reporting differences at a significance level of 0.05. Some of the 

differences could be explained by the occurrence of cycle failure. Some of the probe 

vehicle samples could include vehicles entering the link in the middle of a queue, thus not 

capturing the entire control delay. Bluetooth data, on the other hand would be more 

representative of the entire control delay. This could be a factor in some of the points 

with low probe vehicle delay but high Bluetooth delay. 
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Figure 8. Probe vehicle to Bluetooth mean control delay data correlation 
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Table 4. Comparison of Bluetooth and probe vehicle control delay data sources 

Intersection/Time Movement Mann-Whitney p-value T-test p-value 

 

Grant/Stone AM 

 

WB Through 0.772 0.806 

WB Right 0.200 0.277 

SB Left 0.423 0.724 

Grant/First AM 

WB Left 0.800 0.510 

WB Through 0.193 0.305 

EB Left 1.000 0.730 

EB Through 0.196 0.220 

EB Right 0.200 0.067 

NB Left 0.767 0.709 

NB Through 0.007* 0.003* 

NB Right 1.000 0.638 

SB Left 0.635 0.801 

SB Through 0.002* 0.001* 

SB Right 1.000 0.759 

Grant/Stone PM 

WB Through 0.641 0.550 

WB Right 0.151 0.119 

EB Through 0.164 0.611 

SB Left 0.190 0.075 

Grant/First PM 

WB Through 0.218 0.234 

EB Left 0.889 0.704 

EB Through 0.539 0.952 

EB Right 0.267 0.298 

NB Through 0.000* 0.000* 

SB Through 0.090 0.092 

SB Right 0.164 0.108 

* P-value below a significance level of 0.05 
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4.2.3 Probe Vehicle and Queue Count Comparison 

The mean delay calculated using aggregated probe vehicle and queue count data was also 

compared. Note that in our study, probe vehicle delay represented control delay, while 

queue count-based delay represented time-in-queue delay. Despite measuring different 

delay definitions, some degree of correlation between the two methods was expected. The 

exact time periods used to calculate queue-based delay varied due to video limitations, 

although all were within the 7:30-9:30 AM or 4:00-6:00 PM peak periods. Mean probe 

vehicle delay was calculated using data from the entire aggregation periods. As Table 5 

shows, the relationship between the two methods varied. For some movements, the delay 

values were similar between the two methods. For other movements, however, the probe 

vehicle-based delay was significantly higher than the queue-based delay. The LOS 

calculated using each type of delay is also shown to illustrate the difference between the 

two methods. Several factors may have contributed to this difference: 1) as mentioned 

above, the probe vehicle delay calculation method represented control delay, while the 

queue-based delay calculation represented time-in-queue delay (control delay minus time 

lost during deceleration and acceleration). 2) Some queues may have been longer than 

could be counted using the video data, thus the queue-based delay may have 

underestimated actual delay. 3) The probe vehicle sample rate was low, especially in the 

evening, when only two to six sample values were available for each movement and time 

period. 4) The time periods covered by the two methods were not identical, with the 

probe vehicle data coming from a slightly longer time period. 
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Table 5. Probe vehicle and queue count-based mean delay 

Movement 
Queue-Based 

Delay (s) LOS Probe Vehicle Delay (s) LOS 
Percent 

Difference 

EB Grant through AM 20.7 C 40.2 D 94.0 

EB Grant through PM 64.2 E 76.5 E 19.1 

EB Grant left AM 49.6 D 86.6 F 74.5 

EB Grant left PM 69.7 E 79.9 E 14.6 

SB First through AM 18.5 B 50.5 D 173.3 

SB First through PM 63.2 E 46.2 D -26.6 

SB First left PM 62.6 E 95.4 F 52.5 

WB Grant through AM 13.7 B 47.8 D 249.3 

WB Grant left AM 19.0 B 59.2 E 211.2 

WB Grant left PM 49.5 D 26.7 C -46.0 

NB First through PM 55.8 E 61.7 E 10.5 

NB First left AM 40.6 D 28.0 C -31.1 

 

Performing a linear regression analysis further showed the limited relationship between 

the queue-based delay and probe vehicle methods. Even though they measured different 

delay definitions, a linear relationship was still expected. As Figure 9 shows, however, 

the data did not follow a linear regression. Each point represents one aggregation period. 

The R
2
 value was negative, indicating a non-linear relationship. 
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Figure 9. Probe vehicle to queue-based mean delay comparison 
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5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Travel time and delay measurement are important components of arterial performance 

measurement, especially in urban areas. Despite their importance, however, they face 

challenges related to data collection, comparison, and evaluation. Our study proposed a 

methodology to improve the robustness of data source comparison, and examined these 

challenges by comparing data collection from GPS probe vehicles, Bluetooth MAC 

address readers, and queue length counts. Probe vehicle and Bluetooth data was used for 

determining arterial travel time, while all three sources were used for evaluating 

intersection delay. Study data was collected along the Grant Road corridor in Tucson, 

Arizona, providing a real world example of data collection and analysis.  

Data collection for arterial roads is complicated by variability and tradeoffs 

between data collection methods. Bluetooth MAC readers are versatile and can provide 

travel time data over long periods of time, making them especially suitable for long term 

performance monitoring and before and after studies. When placed along a corridor and 

cross streets, they provide travel time data for both through and turning movements. 

Their relatively large data sample sizes provide greater confidence in travel time results 

and allow more robust statistical evaluation. Due to their large detection ranges, however, 

they may not be suitable for closely spaced intersections or where precise data is needed. 

Additionally, the sensors require maintenance, are prone to occasional failure, and often 

collect non-vehicle and outlier travel time values. GPS probe vehicles are the most 

versatile of the three data collection methods, allowing a large degree of control over data 

collection procedures. They also can provide fine-grained data, making them suitable for 

studies requiring data over complex or closely-spaced corridors. Additionally, with 
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careful experiment design that emphasizes representative sampling, they may provide a 

useful comparison data source for evaluation of new technologies. However, collecting 

probe vehicle data requires significant time and expense. Processing GPS trajectories into 

useful data requires additional time, skill, and knowledge of appropriate methods for data 

extraction. Data analysis procedures may be conceptually simple, but the tools and 

methods to implement them can be considerably more complex. Queue length counts 

provide a useful measure of intersection performance that does not require special 

equipment or data processing, however, collecting them is labor intensive. Long queues 

and limited sight visibility at intersections can complicate data collection. Queue length 

counts may be useful for intersection studies requiring greater data coverage than probe 

vehicles provide, but without the investment of a Bluetooth sensor network. 

Comparing data sources is common in many studies, and one data source is often 

treated as ground truth. However, the limitations of each method make identification of a 

ground truth data source difficult. While our study confirmed that the data sources 

generally provide comparable results, they sometimes were significantly different. These 

differences could have resulted from different analysis procedures, link boundaries, small 

sample sizes, cycle failure, or inaccurate queue lengths due to limited sight visibility at 

the intersection. These differences highlight the challenges of data collection for arterial 

corridors, especially when using multiple data sources. Producing similar results using 

different methods is challenging. Seemingly straightforward assumptions can be difficult 

to reconcile between different data methods. For example, link boundaries vary 

depending on data sources. GPS probe vehicle link boundaries are based on physical 

locations, while Bluetooth boundaries must be determined based on time or detection 
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sequence. Our study suggests that there are potential methods to improve consistency 

between methods. These could include homogenizing data analysis procedures and link 

boundaries, using statistical analysis to evaluate data robustness, and performing linear 

correlation to identify places where data vary significantly. 

Data sources are often compared using standard statistical tests such as the t-test 

that assume a normal distribution of data. However, travel time data is typically not 

normally distributed, and thus comparisons using non-parametric statistical tests may be 

more robust. Our study compared using the t-test and the non-parametric Mann-Whitney 

test, demonstrating that they sometimes do not lead to the same conclusions. Even when 

they do, their p-values can be quite different. Using the t-test could lead to inaccurately 

accepting or rejecting similarities between data sources. Thus, studies evaluating travel 

time-based data should strongly consider using nonparametric tests like the Mann-

Whitney test. 

Arterial performance measurement requires careful consideration of appropriate 

data collection methods and comparison methodologies. Study needs will vary, and the 

best data collection method may change depending on the study. Each of the three data 

collection methods evaluated in this study can provide useful data results in the right 

context. However, researchers and practitioners should use caution before trusting a data 

source without analyzing its strengths and weaknesses. 

5.1 Future Work 

Future studies could evaluate additional data collection sources and compare them using 

some of the statistical methods in our study. This would broaden understanding of the 
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strengths and limitations of these methods and provide a foundation for improving 

methods. Additionally, it could help identify which methods are best suited for particular 

applications, such as before and after studies, real time applications, and network-level 

evaluation. Future studies could also explore various non-parametric statistical tests and 

identify tests best suited for travel time and delay data. 
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APPENDIX A: BLUETOOTH TRAVEL TIME DATA 

Abbreviations: 

BFFS = Base free flow speed 

FF = Free flow 

TT = Travel time 

AP = Access point 

 

Table 6. Unprocessed data sample 

Movement Travel Time (s) Entered Link Time 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 53 2015/11/17 7:29:30 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 58 2015/11/17 7:32:58 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 64 2015/11/17 7:37:24 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 80 2015/11/17 7:40:49 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 78 2015/11/17 7:40:51 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 91 2015/11/17 7:43:48 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 63 2015/11/17 7:44:54 

Grant-1st to Grant-Park 69 2015/11/17 7:47:17 

 

Table 7. Free flow travel time calculation for links on Grant 

Link 

Link 
Length 

(ft) 
BFFS 

(mph) 

FF 
TT 
(s) 

No. 
Thru 
Lanes 

Speed 
Constant 

(mph) 

Cross 
Section 

Adj. 
(mph) 

EB 
AP 

WB 
AP 

AP 
Density 
(pt/mi) 

AP 
Adj. 

(mph) 

I-10-Fairview 2028 41.1 33.7 2 44.4 -2.7 4 2 15.6 -0.6 

Fairview-Oracle 2590 39.6 44.6 3 44.4 -2.7 17 22 79.5 -2.1 

Oracle-Stone 1892 37.9 34.0 2 42.1 -1.8 11 11 61.4 -2.4 

Stone-First 3379 39.6 58.2 2 44.4 -0.5 32 39 110.9 -4.3 

First-Park 1289 41.2 21.3 2 44.4 -0.5 13 4 69.6 -2.7 

Park-Mountain 1336 39.9 22.8 2 44.4 -0.5 12 14 102.8 -4.0 

SUM 10486   181    85 90   
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Table 8. Bluetooth-based mean travel time and LOS (11/17/2016) 

7:30-9:30 AM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 15 98.6 64.9 14.0 34.1 E 

Oracle-Fairview WB 0 NA NA NA NA NA 

Stone-Oracle WB 13 81.1 47.0 15.9 42.0 D 

First-Stone WB 64 117.9 59.7 19.5 49.4 D 

Park-First WB 90 42.5 21.1 20.7 50.3 C 

Mountain-Park WB 96 31.7 8.8 28.8 72.1 B 

SUM 
 

263 273.1 92.2       

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 22 113.0 79.3 12.2 29.8 F 

Fairview-Oracle EB 0 NA NA NA NA NA 

Oracle-Stone EB 1 114.0 80.0 11.3 29.9 F 

Stone-First EB 60 112.7 54.5 20.4 51.7 C 

First-Park EB 107 68.8 47.4 12.8 31.0 E 

Park-Mountain EB 124 31.9 9.1 28.5 71.5 B 

SUM   292 327.4 146.4       

4:00-6:00 PM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 12 252.2 218.5 5.5 13.3 F 

Oracle-Fairview WB 2 127.5 82.9 13.9 34.9 E 

Stone-Oracle WB 3 70.7 36.6 18.3 48.2 D 

First-Stone WB 48 150.5 92.2 15.3 38.7 E 

Park-First WB 88 139.8 118.5 6.3 15.3 F 

Mountain-Park WB 109 64.5 41.7 14.1 35.4 E 

SUM 
 

250 553.0 372.0       

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 13 117.0 83.3 11.8 28.8 F 

Fairview-Oracle EB 1 51.0 6.4 34.6 87.4 A 

Oracle-Stone EB 4 49.5 15.5 26.1 68.8 B 

Stone-First EB 80 110.9 52.7 20.8 52.5 C 

First-Park EB 106 56.5 35.2 15.5 37.7 E 

Park-Mountain EB 128 30.1 7.3 30.2 75.8 B 

SUM   319 298.0 117.1       
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Table 9. Bluetooth-based median travel time and LOS (11/17/2016) 

7:30-9:30 AM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 15 72.0 38.3 19.2 46.7 D 

Oracle-Fairview WB 0 NA NA NA NA NA 

Stone-Oracle WB 13 77.0 43.0 16.8 44.2 D 

First-Stone WB 64 116.0 57.8 19.9 50.2 C 

Park-First WB 90 36.0 14.7 24.4 59.3 C 

Mountain-Park WB 96 29.0 6.2 31.4 78.7 B 

SUM 
 

263 258.0 77.0       

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 22 108.5 74.8 12.7 31.0 E 

Fairview-Oracle EB 0 NA NA NA NA NA 

Oracle-Stone EB 1 114.0 80.0 11.3 29.9 F 

Stone-First EB 60 106.0 47.8 21.7 54.9 C 

First-Park EB 107 68.0 46.7 12.9 31.4 E 

Park-Mountain EB 124 32.0 9.2 28.5 71.4 B 

SUM   292 320 139.0       

4:00-6:00 PM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 12 226.5 192.8 6.1 14.9 F 

Oracle-Fairview WB 2 127.5 82.9 13.9 34.9 E 

Stone-Oracle WB 3 70.0 36.0 18.4 48.6 D 

First-Stone WB 48 143.5 85.3 16.1 40.6 D 

Park-First WB 88 139.5 118.2 6.3 15.3 F 

Mountain-Park WB 109 57.0 34.2 16.0 40.1 D 

SUM 
 

250 537.5 356.5       

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Delay 

(s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 13 105.0 71.3 13.2 32.0 E 

Fairview-Oracle EB 1 51.0 6.4 34.6 87.4 A 

Oracle-Stone EB 4 33.5 -0.5 38.5 101.6 A 

Stone-First EB 80 106.0 47.8 21.7 54.9 C 

First-Park EB 106 58.0 36.7 15.2 36.8 E 

Park-Mountain EB 128 24.0 1.2 38.0 95.1 A 

SUM   319 272.5 91.5       
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Figure 10 shows linear correlation of Bluetooth and probe vehicle median travel time. For 

comparison, see Figure 6. Overall, both the mean and median produce a similar 

correlation, with a slight shift towards higher probe vehicle/lower Bluetooth travel times 

using the median. 

 

 

Figure 10. Probe vehicle to Bluetooth median travel time data comparison 
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APPENDIX B: PROBE VEHICLE TRAVEL TIME DATA 

Table 10. Probe vehicle-based mean travel time and LOS (11/17/2016) 

7:30-9:30 AM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 0 NA NA 41.1 NA NA 

Oracle-Fairview WB 3 72.8 24.3 39.6 61.2 C 

Stone-Oracle WB 3 88.7 14.5 37.9 38.4 E 

First-Stone WB 3 120.0 19.2 39.6 48.5 D 

Park-First WB 3 57.3 15.3 41.2 37.2 E 

Mountain-Park WB 3 36.3 25.1 39.9 63.0 C 

    15 375.1         

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 1 40.9 33.8 41.1 82.3 B 

Fairview-Oracle EB 3 64.7 27.3 39.6 68.9 B 

Oracle-Stone EB 2 337.0 3.8 37.9 10.1 F 

Stone-First EB 3 110.6 20.8 39.6 52.6 C 

First-Park EB 3 49.7 17.7 41.2 43.0 D 

Park-Mountain EB 3 26.7 34.1 39.9 85.5 A 

    15 629.6         

4:00-6:00 PM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 2 238.5 5.8 41.1 14.1 F 

Oracle-Fairview WB 4 92.5 19.1 39.6 48.2 D 

Stone-Oracle WB 4 67.8 19.0 37.9 50.2 C 

First-Stone WB 5 155.6 14.8 39.6 37.4 E 

Park-First WB 4 159.0 5.5 41.2 13.4 F 

Mountain-Park WB 2 66.0 13.8 39.9 34.6 E 

    21 779.4         

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 2 37.5 36.9 41.1 89.7 A 

Fairview-Oracle EB 7 74.4 23.7 39.6 59.9 C 

Oracle-Stone EB 5 56.2 23.0 37.9 60.6 C 

Stone-First EB 5 118.8 19.4 39.6 49.0 D 

First-Park EB 5 27.1 32.4 41.2 78.7 B 

Park-Mountain EB 5 40.3 22.6 39.9 56.7 C 

    29 354.3         
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Table 11. Probe vehicle-based median travel time and LOS (11/17/2016) 

7:30-9:30 AM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 0 NA NA 41.1 NA NA 

Oracle-Fairview WB 3 73.0 24.2 39.6 61.1 C 

Stone-Oracle WB 3 90.2 14.3 37.9 37.8 E 

First-Stone WB 3 136.0 16.9 39.6 42.8 D 

Park-First WB 3 51.0 17.2 41.2 41.9 D 

Mountain-Park WB 3 29.0 31.4 39.9 78.7 B 

    15 379.1         

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 1 40.9 33.8 41.1 82.3 B 

Fairview-Oracle EB 3 56.9 31.0 39.6 78.3 B 

Oracle-Stone EB 2 337.0 3.8 37.9 10.1 F 

Stone-First EB 3 126.0 18.3 39.6 46.2 D 

First-Park EB 3 45.0 19.5 41.2 47.4 D 

Park-Mountain EB 3 26.1 34.9 39.9 87.5 A 

    15 632.0         

4:00-6:00 PM 

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview WB 2 238.5 5.8 41.1 14.1 F 

Oracle-Fairview WB 4 95.5 18.5 39.6 46.7 D 

Stone-Oracle WB 4 65.5 19.7 37.9 52.0 C 

First-Stone WB 5 152.0 15.2 39.6 38.3 E 

Park-First WB 4 156.0 5.6 41.2 13.7 F 

Mountain-Park WB 2 66.0 13.8 39.9 34.6 E 

    21 773.5         

Link Direction 
Sample 

Size TT (s) 
Speed 
(mph) 

BFFS 
(mph) 

% 
FFS LOS 

I-10-Fairview EB 2 37.5 36.9 41.1 89.7 A 

Fairview-Oracle EB 7 75.0 23.6 39.6 59.4 C 

Oracle-Stone EB 5 44.0 29.3 37.9 77.3 B 

Stone-First EB 5 131.0 17.6 39.6 44.4 D 

First-Park EB 5 25.0 35.1 41.2 85.3 A 

Park-Mountain EB 5 25.0 36.5 39.9 91.4 A 

    29 337.5         

For abbreviations, see Appendix A  
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APPENDIX C: BLUETOOTH DELAY DATA 

Table 12. Bluetooth-based intersection delay (11/17/2016) 

Intersection Direction Movement 
Time 

Period 
Sample 

Size 
Mean Delay 

(s) 
Median Delay 

(s) 

Grant/Stone WB Through AM 8 49.0 50.8 

Grant/Stone WB Right AM 2 56.8 56.8 

Grant/Stone EB Through AM 1 80.0 80.0 

Grant/Stone SB Left AM 9 59.8 58.5 

Grant/Stone SB Right AM 1 -26.5 -26.5 

Grant/First WB Left AM 3 3.0 5.7 

Grant/First WB Through AM 50 27.5 25.2 

Grant/First EB Left AM 2 95.3 95.3 

Grant/First EB Through AM 54 52.7 46.3 

Grant/First EB Right AM 2 63.8 63.8 

Grant/First NB Left AM 3 25.0 5.0 

Grant/First NB Through AM 27 24.8 22.0 

Grant/First NB Right AM 4 36.3 35.0 

Grant/First SB Left AM 15 45.8 41.0 

Grant/First SB Through AM 34 39.4 39.0 

Grant/First SB Right AM 4 56.5 46.0 

Grant/Stone WB Through PM 2 118.3 118.3 

Grant/Stone WB Right PM 5 132.0 117.8 

Grant/Stone EB Through PM 4 15.5 -0.5 

Grant/Stone SB Left PM 4 19.3 21.0 

Grant/Stone SB Right PM 1 199.5 199.5 

Grant/First WB Left PM 1 42.7 42.7 

Grant/First WB Through PM 38 117.8 116.7 

Grant/First EB Left PM 7 67.6 61.8 

Grant/First EB Through PM 60 50.9 47.8 

Grant/First EB Right PM 4 39.0 42.3 

Grant/First NB Left PM 6 78.7 60.0 

Grant/First NB Through PM 52 128.4 124.5 

Grant/First SB Left PM 11 54.2 52.0 

Grant/First SB Through PM 26 71.2 66.5 

Grant/First SB Right PM 7 69.7 79.0 

SUM 
   

447 1893.9 1793.3 
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Table 13. Free flow travel time calculation for links on Stone and First 

Link 

Link 
Length 

(ft) 
BFFS 

(mph) 

FF 
TT 
(s) 

No. 
Thru 
Lanes 

Speed 
Constant 

(mph) 

Cross 
Section 

Adj. 
(mph) 

EB 
AP 

WB 
AP 

AP 
Density 
(pt/mi) 

AP 
Adj. 

(mph) 

Stone: Glenn-
Grant 

2660 35.9 50.5 2 42.1 -0.5 36 37 144.9 -5.65 

First: Glenn-
Grant 

2650 38.5 47.0 2 44.4 -0.5 36 34 139.5 -5.44 

First: Lester-
Grant 

2565 38.9 45.0 2 42.1 -0.5 16 18 70.0 -2.73 
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APPENDIX D: PROBE VEHICLE DELAY DATA 

Table 14. Probe vehicle-based intersection delay (11/17/2016) 

Intersection Direction Movement 
Time 

Period 
Sample 

Size 
Mean Delay 

(s) 
Median Delay 

(s) 

Grant/Stone WB Left AM 4 17.9 18.8 

Grant/Stone WB Through AM 7 53.0 50.0 

Grant/Stone WB Right AM 3 8.8 10.4 

Grant/Stone EB Left AM 2 8.3 8.3 

Grant/Stone EB Through AM 9 62.3 75.1 

Grant/Stone EB Right AM 3 81.9 106.2 

Grant/Stone NB Left AM 2 13.3 13.3 

Grant/Stone NB Through AM 5 12.8 10.7 

Grant/Stone NB Right AM 4 18.3 21.7 

Grant/Stone SB Left AM 8 71.0 42.3 

Grant/Stone SB Through AM 8 35.0 3.6 

Grant/Stone SB Right AM 5 42.2 32.4 

Grant/First WB Left AM 2 25.6 25.6 

Grant/First WB Through AM 7 39.3 53.3 

Grant/First WB Right AM 3 20.1 14.2 

Grant/First EB Left AM 4 69.3 69.8 

Grant/First EB Through AM 6 34.6 17.6 

Grant/First EB Right AM 3 23.4 28.3 

Grant/First NB Left AM 2 16.1 16.1 

Grant/First NB Through AM 6 7.4 2.9 

Grant/First NB Right AM 2 29.9 29.9 

Grant/First SB Left AM 3 39.4 38.2 

Grant/First SB Through AM 7 34.0 49.2 

Grant/First SB Right AM 3 70.8 63.7 

Grant/Stone WB Left PM 3 82.4 51.2 

Grant/Stone WB Through PM 11 86.7 91.5 

Grant/Stone WB Right PM 5 85.2 85.7 

Grant/Stone EB Left PM 2 52.7 52.7 

Grant/Stone EB Through PM 7 26.9 11.2 

Grant/Stone EB Right PM 4 42.8 47.1 

Grant/Stone NB Through PM 7 29.8 18.7 

Grant/Stone NB Right PM 5 33.8 29.4 

Grant/Stone SB Left PM 5 65.5 77.8 

Grant/Stone SB Through PM 4 14.3 8.1 

Grant/Stone SB Right PM 4 44.9 45.8 
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Intersection Direction Movement 
Time 

Period 
Sample 

Size 
Mean Delay 

(s) 
Median Delay 

(s) 

Grant/First WB Left PM 1 144.0 144.0 

Grant/First WB Through PM 8 101.9 91.6 

Grant/First WB Right PM 2 48.8 48.8 

Grant/First EB Left PM 2 63.7 63.7 

Grant/First EB Through PM 9 50.2 65.1 

Grant/First EB Right PM 2 18.0 18.0 

Grant/First NB Left PM 1 9.8 9.8 

Grant/First NB Through PM 7 20.2 2.4 

Grant/First NB Right PM 3 40.4 37.2 

Grant/First SB Left PM 1 158.3 158.3 

Grant/First SB Through PM 5 30.9 4.0 

Grant/First SB Right PM 4 110.5 109.3 

SUM 
   

210 2196.1 2073.1 

 

Table 15. Probe vehicle-based intersection delay (12/10/2016) 

Intersection Direction Movement 
Time 

Period 
Sample 

Size 
Mean Delay 

(s) 

Grant/First WB Left AM 4 59.2 

Grant/First WB Through AM 23 47.8 

Grant/First WB Right AM 3 50.7 

Grant/First EB Left AM 11 86.6 

Grant/First EB Through AM 10 40.2 

Grant/First EB Right AM 3 59.1 

Grant/First NB Left AM 12 28.0 

Grant/First NB Through AM 12 12.3 

Grant/First NB Right AM 13 45.7 

Grant/First SB Left AM 10 61.0 

Grant/First SB Through AM 14 50.5 

Grant/First SB Right AM 6 46.7 

Grant/First WB Left PM 3 26.7 

Grant/First WB Through PM 5 117.5 

Grant/First WB Right PM 2 63.7 

Grant/First EB Through PM 10 76.5 

Grant/First EB Right PM 3 43.5 

Grant/First NB Through PM 5 61.7 

Grant/First NB Right PM 8 52.4 

Grant/First SB Left PM 4 95.4 

Grant/First SB Through PM 8 46.2 

Grant/First SB Right PM 3 79.4 
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APPENDIX E: QUEUE COUNTS DELAY DATA 

Table 16. Queue count-based intersection delay (12/10/2016) 

Intersection Direction Movement 
Time 

Period Exact Count Period 

Total 
Veh. 

Count 
(veh.) 

Total 
Delay 

(s) 

Mean 
Delay 

(s) 

Grant/First WB Left AM 08:10:20-08:38:20 137 1830 19.0 

Grant/First WB Through AM 08:10:20-08:38:20 641 4760 13.7 

Grant/First EB Left AM 07:44:00-09:30:00 215 10180 49.6 

Grant/First EB Through AM 08:30:10-09:30:00 349 5320 20.7 

Grant/First NB Left AM 08:11:10-09:06:00 96 3800 40.6 

Grant/First SB Through AM 08:05:10-09:06:00 367 4680 18.5 

Grant/First WB Left PM 16:04:00-17:27:00 145 6840 49.5 

Grant/First EB Left PM 17:00:10-17:52:00 168 11710 69.7 

Grant/First EB Through PM 16:11:10-17:52:00 962 64390 64.2 

Grant/First NB Left PM 16:04:00-17:27:00 256 16060 58.5 

Grant/First NB Through PM 16:04:00-17:27:00 601 35940 55.8 

Grant/First SB Left PM 17:30:10-17:52:00 83 5400 62.6 

Grant/First SB Through PM 17:06:10-17:52:00 319 20980 63.2 
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APPENDIX F: BOOTSTRAPPING 

With enough data, the statistical methodology known as bootstrapping can be applied to 

travel time data. Bootstrapping uses resampling with replacement to produce a large 

number of samples using data from the original dataset, allowing calculation of different 

non-parametric statistics. For example, Bootstrapping allows determination of confidence 

intervals for various statistical measures by resampling. In our study, bootstrapping was 

applied to determine confidence intervals for the median of Bluetooth travel time. Using 

the median may be a more robust measure for travel time, reducing sensitivity to outliers. 

 Data sample size has a significant effect on the precision of travel time results. 

Table 17 shows results for travel time median using the Bluetooth data from November 

17. Several links were omitted due to prohibitively small sample size, suggesting that 

probe vehicle samples may be too small for meaningful bootstrapping results. The results 

shown below were based on 1500 bootstrapping replications, with the confidence 

intervals calculated based on the medians of all replications. Note that the links with 

small samples had large standard errors and wide confidence intervals. Standard errors 

also varied considerably for different links and were not proportional to sample size. This 

could be the result of larger variation in travel times, suggesting that the median has 

sensitivity to travel time reliability. This could be an important consideration for future 

travel time studies. When practical, bootstrapping could serve as an additional tool for 

comparing different data sources with sufficient sizes. For example, comparing 

confidence intervals would provide another means of determining whether or not two 

data sources produced similar results. 
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Table 17. Bluetooth bootstrapping results 

Link and Time Sample 
Size 

Median 
(s) 

Std. Error 
(s) 

95% Confidence Interval 
(s) 

EB I-10 to Fairview (PM) 13 84 4.287 76.20 93.00 

EB I-10 to Fairview (AM) 24 84 6.597 73.70 99.56 

EB Stone to First (PM) 71 107 11.418 80.30 125.00 

EB Stone to First (AM) 62 97 7.908 82.35 113.35 

EB First to Park (PM) 100 40 0.209 39.59 40.41 

EB First to Park (AM) 109 60 1.448 56.49 62.17 

EB Park to Mountain (PM) 123 23 1.558 19.35 25.46 

EB Park to Mountain (AM) 125 25 1.541 22.75 28.79 

WB I-10 to Fairview (PM) 6 161.5 45.799 73.50 258.50 

WB I-10 to Fairview (AM) 17 105 22.855 55.70 145.30 

WB Stone to First (PM) 46 139 5.654 127.90 150.10 

WB Stone to First (AM) 66 128.5 3.336 121.80 134.80 

WB First to Park (PM) 83 137 9.390 121.90 158.70 

WB First to Park (AM) 86 37 2.487 32.22 41.97 

WB Park to Mountain (PM) 101 67 4.305 58.74 75.62 

WB Park to Mountain (AM) 93 28 1.296 25.98 31.06 
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APPENDIX G: R CODE 

The R code in this appendix was used to perform the statistical tests and is provided here 

for information. Please contact the author for the .RDATA files. 

G.1 Travel Time 

# Mann-Whitney Test: Bluetooth vs Probe Vehicle Data 
# Designed for use with Grant Road project Bluetooth and probe vehicle travel time data 
# Payton Cooke /// October 2016 
 
library (xlsx) 
library(Cairo) 
setwd('C:/Users/paytoncooke/Documents/Grant Road Project/R') 
load("BT_11_17_15 v2.RDATA") 
load("PV_11_17_15 v1.RDATA") 
 
 
 
# Mann-Whitney Test 
 
mw01 <- wilcox.test(BT01_EB_FF$TT[12:35], unlist(PV01_EBAM[1, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
# mw02 <- EB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
mw03 <- wilcox.test(BT03_EB_OS$TT[3], unlist(PV01_EBAM[3, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw04 <- wilcox.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[31:93], unlist(PV01_EBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw05 <- wilcox.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[39:147], unlist(PV01_EBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw06 <- wilcox.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[42:165], unlist(PV01_EBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
# mw07 <- WB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of PV sample (BT rows 9-25) 
# mw08 <- WB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
mw09 <- wilcox.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[9:22], unlist(PV03_WBAM[3, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw10 <- wilcox.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[37:102], unlist(PV03_WBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw11 <- wilcox.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[51:143], unlist(PV03_WBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw12 <- wilcox.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[52:148], unlist(PV03_WBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw13 <- wilcox.test(BT01_EB_FF$TT[105:117], unlist(PV02_EBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw14 <- wilcox.test(BT02_EB_FO$TT[8:9], unlist(PV02_EBPM[2, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw15 <- wilcox.test(BT03_EB_OS$TT[22:25], unlist(PV02_EBPM[3, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw16 <- wilcox.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[292:374], unlist(PV02_EBPM[4, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw17 <- wilcox.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[473:580], unlist(PV02_EBPM[5, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw18 <- wilcox.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[550:677], unlist(PV02_EBPM[6, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw19 <- wilcox.test(BT07_WB_FF$TT[74:86], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw20 <- wilcox.test(BT08_WB_FO$TT[9:11], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw21 <- wilcox.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[61:64], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw22 <- wilcox.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[325:376], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw23 <- wilcox.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[426:516], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
mw24 <- wilcox.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[475:583], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
 
mwpvaluelist <- c(mw01[3], 'mw02 empty', mw03[3], mw04[3], mw05[3], mw06[3], 'mw07 empty', 'mw08 empty', mw09[3], mw10[3],  
               mw11[3], mw12[3], mw13[3], mw14[3], mw15[3], mw16[3], mw17[3], mw18[3], mw19[3], mw20[3], mw21[3], mw22[3],  
               mw23[3], mw24[3]) 
mwpvaluevector <- unlist(mwpvaluelist) 
mwpvalues <- as.data.frame(mwpvaluevector) 
 
# T-test 
 
# tt01 <- comparison not possible due to lack of PV sample (BT rows 12-35) 
# tt02 <- EB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
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# tt03 <- comparison not possible due to lack of BT sample 
tt04 <- t.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[31:93], unlist(PV01_EBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt05 <- t.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[39:147], unlist(PV01_EBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt06 <- t.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[42:165], unlist(PV01_EBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
# tt07 <- WB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of PV sample (BT rows 9-25) 
# tt08 <- WB AM comparison between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
tt09 <- t.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[9:22], unlist(PV03_WBAM[3, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt10 <- t.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[37:102], unlist(PV03_WBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt11 <- t.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[51:143], unlist(PV03_WBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt12 <- t.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[52:148], unlist(PV03_WBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt13 <- t.test(BT01_EB_FF$TT[105:117], unlist(PV02_EBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
# tt14 <- comparison not possible due to lack of BT sample 
tt15 <- t.test(BT03_EB_OS$TT[22:25], unlist(PV02_EBPM[3, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt16 <- t.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[292:374], unlist(PV02_EBPM[4, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt17 <- t.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[473:580], unlist(PV02_EBPM[5, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt18 <- t.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[550:677], unlist(PV02_EBPM[6, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt19 <- t.test(BT07_WB_FF$TT[74:86], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt20 <- t.test(BT08_WB_FO$TT[9:11], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt21 <- t.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[61:64], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt22 <- t.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[325:376], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt23 <- t.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[426:516], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
tt24 <- t.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[475:583], unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)]), paired = FALSE) 
 
ttpvaluelist <- c('tt01 empty', 'tt02 empty', 'tt03 empty', tt04[3], tt05[3], tt06[3], 'tt07 empty', 'tt08 empty', tt09[3], tt10[3],  
                  tt11[3], tt12[3], tt13[3], 'tt14 empty', tt15[3], tt16[3], tt17[3], tt18[3], tt19[3], tt20[3], tt21[3], tt22[3],  
                  tt23[3], tt24[3]) 
ttpvaluevector <- unlist(ttpvaluelist) 
ttpvalues <- as.data.frame(ttpvaluevector) 
 
# Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test 
 
# swBT01 <- shapiro.test(BT01_EB_FF$TT[12:35]) sample size too small 
# swBT02 <- EB AM Shapiro-Wilk test between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
# swBT03 <- shapiro.test(BT03_EB_OS$TT[3]) sample size too small 
swBT04 <- shapiro.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[31:93]) 
swBT05 <- shapiro.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[39:147]) 
swBT06 <- shapiro.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[42:165]) 
swBT07 <- shapiro.test(BT07_WB_FF$TT[9:25]) 
# mw08 <- WB AM Shapiro-Wilk test between Fairview and Oracle not possible due to lack of BT sample 
swBT09 <- shapiro.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[9:22]) 
swBT10 <- shapiro.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[37:102]) 
swBT11 <- shapiro.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[51:143]) 
swBT12 <- shapiro.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[52:148]) 
swBT13 <- shapiro.test(BT01_EB_FF$TT[105:117]) 
# swBT14 <- shapiro.test(BT02_EB_FO$TT[8:9]) sample size too small 
swBT15 <- shapiro.test(BT03_EB_OS$TT[22:25]) 
swBT16 <- shapiro.test(BT04_EB_SF$TT[292:374]) 
swBT17 <- shapiro.test(BT05_EB_FP$TT[473:580]) 
swBT18 <- shapiro.test(BT06_EB_PM$TT[550:677]) 
swBT19 <- shapiro.test(BT07_WB_FF$TT[74:86]) 
# swBT20 <- shapiro.test(BT08_WB_FO$TT[9:11]) sample size too small 
swBT21 <- shapiro.test(BT09_WB_OS$TT[61:64]) 
swBT22 <- shapiro.test(BT10_WB_SF$TT[325:376]) 
swBT23 <- shapiro.test(BT11_WB_FP$TT[426:516]) 
swBT24 <- shapiro.test(BT12_WB_PM$TT[475:583]) 
 
swBTpvaluelist <- c('swBT01 empty', 'swBT02 empty', 'swBT03 empty', swBT04[2], swBT05[2], swBT06[2], 'swBT07 empty', 
'swBT08 empty',  
                    swBT09[2], swBT10[2], swBT11[2], swBT12[2], swBT13[2], 'swBT14 empty', swBT15[2], swBT16[2], swBT17[2],  
                    swBT18[2], swBT19[2], 'swBT20 empty', swBT21[2], swBT22[2], swBT23[2], swBT24[2]) 
swBTpvaluevector <- unlist(swBTpvaluelist) 
swBTpvalues <- as.data.frame(swBTpvaluevector) 
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# swPV01 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[1, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) sample size too small 
swPV02 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[2, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) 
# swPV03 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[3, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) sample size too small 
swPV04 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) 
swPV05 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) 
swPV06 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV01_EBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV01_EBAM)])) 
# swPV07 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[1, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) no sample 
swPV08 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[2, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) 
swPV09 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[3, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) 
swPV10 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[4, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) 
swPV11 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[5, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) 
swPV12 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV03_WBAM[6, 2: ncol(PV03_WBAM)])) 
# swPV13 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) sample size too small 
swPV14 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[2, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) 
swPV15 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[3, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) 
swPV16 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[4, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) 
swPV17 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[5, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) 
swPV18 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV02_EBPM[6, 2: ncol(PV02_EBPM)])) 
# swPV19 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[1, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) sample size too small 
swPV20 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[2, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) 
swPV21 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[3, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) 
swPV22 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[4, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) 
swPV23 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[5, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) 
# swPV24 <- shapiro.test(unlist(PV04_WBPM[6, 2: ncol(PV04_WBPM)])) sample size too small 
 
swPVpvaluelist <- c('swPV01 empty', swPV02[2], 'swPV03 empty', swPV04[2], swPV05[2], swPV06[2], 'swPV07 empty', swPV08[2],  
                    swPV09[2], swPV10[2], swPV11[2], swPV12[2], 'swPV13 empty', swPV14[2], swPV15[2], swPV16[2], swPV17[2],  
                    swPV18[2], 'swPV19 empty', swPV20[2], swPV21[2], swPV22[2], swPV23[2], 'swPV24 empty') 
swPVpvaluevector <- unlist(swPVpvaluelist) 
swPVpvalues <- as.data.frame(swPVpvaluevector) 
 
 
 
# Bluetooth histogram with normal unbiased estimator distribution 
sampleBT = BT06_EB_PM$TT[550:677] 
sampleBTnorm.x = 0:200 
sampleBTnorm = dnorm(sampleBTnorm.x, mean = mean(sampleBT), sd = sd(sampleBT)); 
Cairo(file = "BT06PMhist.png", type = "png", ununits = "px", width = 600, height = 400) 
    hist(sampleBT, nclass = 20, freq = F, angle = 45, density = 20,  
         main = "Bluetooth EB Park-Mountain PM", xlab = "Travel Time (s)") 
    sampleBTnorm.y = sampleBTnorm 
    lines(sampleBTnorm.x, sampleBTnorm.y, lwd = 2) 
dev.off() 

 

G.2 Delay 

 
# Mann-Whitney Test: Bluetooth vs Probe Vehicle Data 
# Designed for use with Grant Road project Bluetooth and probe vehicle delay data 
# Payton Cooke /// October 2016 
 
library (xlsx) 
library(Cairo) 
setwd('C:/Users/paytoncooke/Documents/Grant Road Project/R') 
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load("BT_11_17_15 Delay.RDATA") 
load("PV_11_17_15 Delay.RDATA") 
 
# Naming: BT = Bluetooth, PV = Probe Vehicle, AM = 7:30-9:30 AM peak period, PM = 4:00-6:00 PM peak period 
#         GS = Grant/Stone intersection, GF = Grant/First intersection, mw = Mann-Whitney 
# Numbering: 01-12 Grant/Stone intersection: 01-03 WB(left, through, right), 04-06 EB(l,t,r), 07-09 NB(l,t,r), 10-12 SB(l,t,r) 
#            13-24 Grant/First intersection: 13-15 WB(left, through, right), 16-18 EB(l,t,r), 19-21 NB(l,t,r), 22-24 SB(l,t,r) 
 
 
 
# Mann-Whitney Test 
 
# mw01 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
mw02AM <-wilcox.test(BT02_GS_WBt$Delay..s.[6:14], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[49:55], paired = FALSE) 
mw02PM <-wilcox.test(BT02_GS_WBt$Delay..s.[37:38], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[42:52], paired = FALSE) 
mw03AM <-wilcox.test(BT03_GS_WBr$Delay..s.[2:3], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[56:58], paired = FALSE) 
mw03PM <-wilcox.test(BT03_GS_WBr$Delay..s.[12:17], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[53:57], paired = FALSE) 
# mw04 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
# mw05AM comparison not possible due to insufficient BT sample 
mw05PM <-wilcox.test(BT05_GS_EBt$Delay..s.[13:16], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[15:21], paired = FALSE) 
# mw06-mw09 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
mw10AM <-wilcox.test(BT10_GS_SBl$Delay..s.[2:11], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[24:31], paired = FALSE) 
mw10PM <-wilcox.test(BT10_GS_SBl$Delay..s.[23:26], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[26:30], paired = FALSE) 
# mw11-12 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
mw13AM <-wilcox.test(BT13_GF_WBl$Delay..s.[2:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[35:36], paired = FALSE) 
# mw13PM comparison not possible due to insufficient BT sample 
mw14AM <-wilcox.test(BT14_GF_WBt$Delay..s.[33:84], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[37:43], paired = FALSE) 
mw14PM <-wilcox.test(BT14_GF_WBt$Delay..s.[241:278], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[35:42], paired = FALSE) 
# mw15 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
mw16AM <-wilcox.test(BT16_GF_EBl$Delay..s.[6:8], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[9:12], paired = FALSE) 
mw16PM <-wilcox.test(BT16_GF_EBl$Delay..s.[19:25], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[11:12], paired = FALSE) 
mw17AM <-wilcox.test(BT17_GF_EBt$Delay..s.[23:76], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[13:18], paired = FALSE) 
mw17PM <-wilcox.test(BT17_GF_EBt$Delay..s.[238:299], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[13:21], paired = FALSE) 
mw18AM <-wilcox.test(BT18_GF_EBr$Delay..s.[3:5], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[19:21], paired = FALSE) 
mw18PM <-wilcox.test(BT18_GF_EBr$Delay..s.[13:17], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[22:23], paired = FALSE) 
mw19AM <-wilcox.test(BT19_GF_NBl$Delay..s.[1:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[47:48], paired = FALSE) 
# mw19PM <-wilcox.test(BT19_GF_NBl$Delay..s.[16:21], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[45:45], paired = FALSE) PV sample too small 
mw20AM <-wilcox.test(BT20_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[14:41], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[1:6], paired = FALSE) 
mw20PM <-wilcox.test(BT20_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[147:199], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[1:7], paired = FALSE) 
mw21AM <-wilcox.test(BT21_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[1:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[7:8], paired = FALSE) 
#  mw21PM <-wilcox.test(BT21_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[:], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[:], paired = FALSE) No BT sample 
mw22AM <-wilcox.test(BT22_GF_SBl$Delay..s.[9:24], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[22:24], paired = FALSE) 
# mw22PM <-wilcox.test(BT22_GF_SBl$Delay..s.[54:64], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[24:24], paired = FALSE) PV sample too small 
mw23AM <-wilcox.test(BT23_GF_SBt$Delay..s.[24:60], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[25:31], paired = FALSE) 
mw23PM <-wilcox.test(BT23_GF_SBt$Delay..s.[177:203], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[25:29], paired = FALSE) 
mw24AM <-wilcox.test(BT24_GF_SBr$Delay..s.[4:7], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[32:34], paired = FALSE) 
mw24PM <-wilcox.test(BT24_GF_SBr$Delay..s.[23:29], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[30:33], paired = FALSE) 
 
mwpvaluelist <- c('mw01AM empty', 'mw01PM empty', mw02AM[3], mw02PM[3], mw03AM[3], mw03PM[3], 'mw04AM empty', 
'mw04PM empty', 
                  'mw05AM empty', mw05PM[3], 'mw06AM empty', 'mw06PM empty', 'mw07AM empty', 'mw07PM empty', 'mw08AM 
empty',  
                  'mw08PM empty', 'mw09AM empty', 'mw09PM empty', mw10AM[3], mw10PM[3], 'mw11AM empty', 'mw11PM empty', 
                  'mw12AM empty', 'mw12PM empty', mw13AM[3], 'mw13PM empty', mw14AM[3], mw14PM[3], 'mw15AM empty', 
'mw15PM empty', 
                  mw16AM[3], mw16PM[3], mw17AM[3], mw17PM[3], mw18AM[3], mw18PM[3], mw19AM[3], 'mw19PM empty', 
mw20AM[3],  
                  mw20PM[3], mw21AM[3], 'mw21PM empty', mw22AM[3], 'mw22PM empty', mw23AM[3], mw23PM[3], mw24AM[3], 
mw24PM[3]) 
mwpvaluevector <- unlist(mwpvaluelist) 
mwpvalues <- as.data.frame(mwpvaluevector) 
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# T-test 
 
# tt01 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
tt02AM <-t.test(BT02_GS_WBt$Delay..s.[6:14], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[49:55], paired = FALSE) 
tt02PM <-t.test(BT02_GS_WBt$Delay..s.[37:38], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[42:52], paired = FALSE) 
tt03AM <-t.test(BT03_GS_WBr$Delay..s.[2:3], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[56:58], paired = FALSE) 
tt03PM <-t.test(BT03_GS_WBr$Delay..s.[12:17], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[53:57], paired = FALSE) 
# tt04 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
# tt05AM comparison not possible due to insufficient BT sample 
tt05PM <-t.test(BT05_GS_EBt$Delay..s.[13:16], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[15:21], paired = FALSE) 
# tt06-tt09 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
tt10AM <-t.test(BT10_GS_SBl$Delay..s.[2:11], PV01_GSAM$Delay..s.[24:31], paired = FALSE) 
tt10PM <-t.test(BT10_GS_SBl$Delay..s.[23:26], PV02_GSPM$Delay..s.[26:30], paired = FALSE) 
# tt11-12 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
tt13AM <-t.test(BT13_GF_WBl$Delay..s.[2:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[35:36], paired = FALSE) 
# tt13PM comparison not possible due to insufficient BT sample 
tt14AM <-t.test(BT14_GF_WBt$Delay..s.[33:84], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[37:43], paired = FALSE) 
tt14PM <-t.test(BT14_GF_WBt$Delay..s.[241:278], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[35:42], paired = FALSE) 
# tt15 comparison not possible due to lack of a BT sample 
tt16AM <-t.test(BT16_GF_EBl$Delay..s.[6:8], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[9:12], paired = FALSE) 
tt16PM <-t.test(BT16_GF_EBl$Delay..s.[19:25], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[11:12], paired = FALSE) 
tt17AM <-t.test(BT17_GF_EBt$Delay..s.[23:76], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[13:18], paired = FALSE) 
tt17PM <-t.test(BT17_GF_EBt$Delay..s.[238:299], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[13:21], paired = FALSE) 
tt18AM <-t.test(BT18_GF_EBr$Delay..s.[3:5], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[19:21], paired = FALSE) 
tt18PM <-t.test(BT18_GF_EBr$Delay..s.[13:17], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[22:23], paired = FALSE) 
tt19AM <-t.test(BT19_GF_NBl$Delay..s.[1:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[47:48], paired = FALSE) 
# tt19PM <-t.test(BT19_GF_NBl$Delay..s.[16:21], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[45:45], paired = FALSE) PV sample too small 
tt20AM <-t.test(BT20_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[14:41], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[1:6], paired = FALSE) 
tt20PM <-t.test(BT20_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[147:199], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[1:7], paired = FALSE) 
tt21AM <-t.test(BT21_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[1:4], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[7:8], paired = FALSE) 
#  tt21PM <-t.test(BT21_GF_NBt$Delay..s.[:], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[:], paired = FALSE) No BT sample 
tt22AM <-t.test(BT22_GF_SBl$Delay..s.[9:24], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[22:24], paired = FALSE) 
# tt22PM <-t.test(BT22_GF_SBl$Delay..s.[54:64], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[24:24], paired = FALSE) PV sample too small 
tt23AM <-t.test(BT23_GF_SBt$Delay..s.[24:60], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[25:31], paired = FALSE) 
tt23PM <-t.test(BT23_GF_SBt$Delay..s.[177:203], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[25:29], paired = FALSE) 
tt24AM <-t.test(BT24_GF_SBr$Delay..s.[4:7], PV03_GFAM$Delay..s.[32:34], paired = FALSE) 
tt24PM <-t.test(BT24_GF_SBr$Delay..s.[23:29], PV04_GFPM$Delay..s.[30:33], paired = FALSE) 
 
ttpvaluelist <- c('tt01AM empty', 'tt01PM empty', tt02AM[3], tt02PM[3], tt03AM[3], tt03PM[3], 'tt04AM empty', 'tt04PM empty', 
                  'tt05AM empty', tt05PM[3], 'tt06AM empty', 'tt06PM empty', 'tt07AM empty', 'tt07PM empty', 'tt08AM empty',  
                  'tt08PM empty', 'tt09AM empty', 'tt09PM empty', tt10AM[3], tt10PM[3], 'tt11AM empty', 'tt11PM empty', 
                  'tt12AM empty', 'tt12PM empty', tt13AM[3], 'tt13PM empty', tt14AM[3], tt14PM[3], 'tt15AM empty', 'tt15PM empty', 
                  tt16AM[3], tt16PM[3], tt17AM[3], tt17PM[3], tt18AM[3], tt18PM[3], tt19AM[3], 'tt19PM empty', tt20AM[3],  
                  tt20PM[3], tt21AM[3], 'tt21PM empty', tt22AM[3], 'tt22PM empty', tt23AM[3], tt23PM[3], tt24AM[3], tt24PM[3]) 
ttpvaluevector <- unlist(ttpvaluelist) 
ttpvalues <- as.data.frame(ttpvaluevector) 
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